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Remembrances of Yan-shuan Lao 

By Chen-ping and Barbara Yang 

Our family connection with the Laos began in the 1950s, when Yan-shuan and Chen-ping met at 
Harvard as graduate students. But after Yan-shuan and Niann Ing moved to Columbus in 1968, 
our families really built a close friendship that has endured for nearly 50 years. Both husbands 
were professors at OSU, and together with the Laos’ children Norman and Cindy and our own 
Andrea and Mason, we formed a tight group of eight who enjoyed nearly weekly outings, 
celebrated birthdays with ice cream cake, planned long-weekend mini-breaks and spent longer 
vacations camping or making the 12-hour drive (eight of us in a station wagon!) from the 
Midwest to the Outer Banks, North Carolina. We enjoyed many fond memories of fishing, 
hiking, catching crabs, boating, and sunburns. 

Yan-shuan was a Renaissance man. He loved Chinese history and literature, which he continued 
to pursue long beyond his retirement after decades of teaching at OSU. Over many decades Yan-
shuan was our “Chinese encyclopedia.” Whenever one of us could not remember a particular 
event or personality in Chinese history, a phrase in a four-line Chinese poem, or a song lyric, we 
knew exactly whom to ask. Invariably, Yan-shuan had the answer right off the top of his head.  

In addition to possessing a quick memory and keen intellect, Yan-shuan also appreciated good 
music and was interested in gadgetry, and he loved good food. For the latter, he was very 
fortunate that Niann Ing is such an incredible cook. Her gourmet-level dishes stood out each 
month when our close group of five Chinese professors and families came together for potluck 
gatherings, where we enjoyed wonderful company, great Chinese food, and sometimes heated 
debate about Chinese and American politics—something which Yan-shuan never shied away 
from—while the kids ran all about. 

On the all-important topic of food, a couple of episodes stand out in our memories. One winter 
day, Yan-shuan and Chen-ping were missing the taste of fresh poultry from their youth. Together 
they decided to drive out to an Ohio farm to buy a live duck and a chicken. The four of us had an 
ambitious plan in which the husbands would slaughter and clean the birds in the garage, while 
the wives would figure out how to produce egg noodles with a hand-cranked pasta-making 
machine. After much labor, including chasing the birds around the Laos’ garage, plucking the 
quills out of the old duck, and then cooking the birds for several hours, the meat was still too 
tough to eat. With the four kids whining from hunger and failing to share any enthusiasm for this 
culinary adventure, we rushed to pick up the next best alternative to our meal: McDonald’s!  

Yan-shuan also applied his ingenuity to making food. One time, he prepared hard-boiled eggs in 
the shell for Barbara’s birthday. But after breaking open the shell, we discovered that he had 
somehow replaced only the egg yolk with pork! We were amazed, and he never told us how he 
did it. 
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Yan-shuan was always very handy and was good at figuring out the mechanics of appliances and 
electronics—something one might not expect of a professor of literature. Here was a Chinese 
professor who installed a roof fan on a two-story house and a dishwasher in an area with not 
much room to maneuver, but who also took the time to make a little wooden kitchen step stool—
a petite cook’s best friend—for Barbara, which she used for many years. Every time she made 
pancakes for Peking duck, she was grateful, but most importantly always appreciated the 
thoughtful gesture behind it. 

Yan-shuan could also be very emotional. Sometimes he would have a sudden angry outburst, but 
just as suddenly his temper would cool and he would return to his old calm self. This was often a 
reflection of his strong sense of ethics and justice—he detested what he considered to be unfair 
or unethical behavior and would always let his outrage be known.  Yan-shuan was 

straightforward to a fault, sometimes abrupt and blunt. He would never, as the Chinese say, “拐

弯抹角,” or beat around the bush. Although such flares of temper were sometimes startling, we 

understood well it was our kind and enthusiastic friend’s irrepressible passion for values, ideals, 
and debate which produced such reactions—and we loved him for it. 

Our times with Yan-shuan and Niann Ing were full of happy memories, and we will always 
cherish them. Our family will miss our good friend Yan shuan more than words can express. 


